UK-Africa trade & investment service

Africa has some of the world's fastest growing economies, most innovative companies and one of the youngest populations in the world. The UK is an ideal partner for African products and as an exporter of goods and services.

The UK government supports businesses to make the most of this potential through providing the information and assistance companies need to succeed. This support creates development and commercial impact with sustainability at its core.

Growth Gateway is a business support service to help African and UK businesses trade and invest. Growth Gateway's joint public-private sector team connects businesses with UK government trade and investment initiatives, provides business advice and expert support, and includes dedicated online information tools. Growth Gateway also undertakes targeted initiatives supporting trade and investment in high potential sectors and markets.

Large UK market
>£10 billion
UK's fruit and vegetables imports in 2021, just £1.5 billion from Africa

Growing African economies
64%
Projected increase in African GDP from 2020 to 2027

Increasing Market
1.5 billion
Expected African population by 2027
Connecting you to UK Government resources

Growth Gateway connects you to the right UK Government trade and investment programmes and resources for your sector and geographic focus.

Providing you with quality advice and expertise

Growth Gateway provides advisory support to UK & African businesses that want to trade and invest.

We connect you to industry experts and provide insights to help your business.

Supporting high potential growth opportunities

Growth Gateway connects you to high growth, high potential trade & investment opportunities in Africa and UK.

We also identify future investment opportunities in sectors of interest.

Creating and sharing knowledge

Growth Gateway is developing a knowledge base for high opportunity areas.

We share knowledge widely and work with experts to fill knowledge gaps.

Contact us

Visit our website
growthgateway.campaign.gov.uk

Email the Growth Gateway team
GrowthGateway@fcdo.gov.uk
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